
Series[e] 



When it comes to Series[e], the only limits are set by your imagination. The 

multifunctional storage unit can be used in most environments; for sponta-

neous meetings, as seating furniture or room dividers. The series’ modular 

design, different materials and finishes enables it to be customised for dif-

ferent work cultures, office layouts and personalised solutions. As Series[e] 

is easy to combine with a sound absorbing back panel, this storage unit is 

also very suitable for those wishing to reduce noise levels. The fact that the 

series is designed to fully utilise the material and to optimise transportation 

also makes this storage unit a really good environmental choice.
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2P800 TAD

1P800 O

2P400 D4

1P400 O

Wood (oak)

Base (BA)

2P400 O

2P400 D4

Lamine™ (light grey) carcasses

Lamine™ (dark grey) drawers

Base (BA)

2P1200 TAH

Lamine™ (white)

Base (LSA) 

COMBINATION SUGGESTIONS
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2P800 O

Lamine™ (light grey)

Base (BA)

2P800 DO

2P800 O

Lamine™ (light grey) carcasses

Lamine™ (dark grey) doors

Base (BA)

3P1200P SDI

Lamine™ (white)

Base (BAH, oak)

COMBINATION SUGGESTIONS
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POC (Pull Out Cabinet)

Lamine™ (white)

2L800 F

2L400 O

Wood (birch)

Base (BA)

2P800 TA

2P800 O

Wood (birch)

Base (BA)

COMBINATION SUGGESTIONS
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4P800W DO

Lamine™ (white)

Base (BA)

2P800 SDI

2P800 GDO

Wood (birch)

Leg underframe (LS)

4P400W DO

Wood (birch)

Base (BA)

COMBINATION SUGGESTIONS
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LANDSCAPE OR PORTRAIT?

Series[e] is available as a horizontal (L as in 

landscape) and standing (P as in portrait) docu-

ment storage unit. Regardless of which you 

choose, very little space is wasted. Both stor-

age alternatives are also fully compatible and 

can be combined with each other.

BACKSTOPS AND FILE-FOLDER BOOKENDS

The open shelves can be supplemented with 

extra shelves, backstops and file-folder book-

ends for optimal functionality. In addition, there 

are also a number of design options to choose 

from, for example A4 cassettes and extendable 

plastic crates.

REAR PANEL

The stylish rear panel makes it easy to put a 

personal touch on or rejuvenate the rear of the 

cabinet. This is due to the rear panel being 

available in a range of different finishes 

(Lamine, cork, grey lacquer or upholstered 

in fabric).

Tip: A cork panel functions very well as a 

notice board.
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BASKETS FOR VARIOUS NEEDS 

The filing baskets come in full and half-width 

sizes. If you want to store binders lying down, 

there is also a special binder basket for 

this purpose.

EXTENDABLE SLIDING RUNNERS WITH 

ACCESSORIES

Extendable sliding runners for binder and filing 

baskets and aids such as pen trays, form 

compartments and CD racks, etc. make it easy 

to design an interior based on your needs.

LATERAL SHELVES

The lateral shelf in powder-coated metal is 

available in widths from 600 to 1,200 mm. The 

shelf also works very well with binders.
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION/INSERT

WIDTH: 400 OR 1,200 MM?

Most units in the Series[e] range are 800 mm in 

width. There are also a number that are 400 

and 1,200 mm wide. 

TOP LOADED STORAGE SECTION

The Series[e] one storage unit has a top-

loaded storage section that is fitted with slid-

ing door panels. One main advantage of this 

storage section is that you can select your own 

inserts; binder storage, filing basket or a com-

bination of both. The sliding door panels are 

available in a silver grey or white finish, while 

the underframe is always silver grey. 

FILING DRAWER

You can’t go wrong with a robust filing drawer 

in silver-coloured sheet metal. Especially as 

the smart side handles make it easy to move 

around.
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Series[e] – STORAGE UNITS AND MOBILE STORAGE UNITS

CARCASS Sides, drawers, doors: 16 mm – shelves, top panels: 20 mm – chipboard with wood veneer and solid wood lipping (oak, beech, birch). 

Lamine™ (white, light grey or dark grey). UNDERFRAME Base (BA) with extendable, adjustable support feet. Wooden base (BAH). Underframe with 

round legs (LS) or square legs (LSA) in metal (silver or white). Mobile, silver or white metal underfame (MO) with lockable castors. MODULAR 

SYSTEM P (Portrait) is ideal for vertical A4, and L (Landscape) for horizontal A4. OPTIONS Shelves, filing baskets, binder baskets, form compart-

ments, suspension files, lateral shelves, A4 cassettes, binder bookends, backstops, post racks, filing drawers etc. Backs with wood effect or 

upholstered, etc. SCALE 1:100. UNIT mm. * = Also available in extra sturdy Lamine™ (beech, birch) finish, a wood-like surface coating.

The modules included in Series[e] offer a great level of flexibility. What 

about nine different heights, four widths and three depths which can be 

combined both laterally and vertically? You can, of course, also freely 

select from tambours, open shelves, drawers, sliding, wood and glass 

doors and drawers, as well as bases, legs or mobile underframes. There 

CARCASSES/MODULES

is a selection of underframes to use with the table legs. The type of 

handle selected also enhances your storage unit. The series is available 

in a veneer finish or very robust Lamine™ (marked with a *), which is a 

woodlike surface coating. If not otherwise stated when ordering, note 

that the modules are delivered with a standard depth of 400 mm. 

Depth 400

Width 400 Width 800
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LEGS, CASTORS OR BASE?

Functionality or expression? It is your decision when it comes to underframes. Naturally, a 

base makes the floor easier to clean, while an underframe gives the cabinet a significantly 

more spacious look. There is also a mobile base available for anyone requiring a mobile 

storage unit (see page 15).

CARCASSES/MODULES

Width 800 Width 600 Width 400Width 1,200

Depth 330 Depth 600Depth 400
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TA

The vertical tambour is fitted with a tambour brake to pre-

vent pinching injuries. The tambour is available in wood or 

plastic and the colour of the handle blends well with the 

tambour as a whole. The storage unit is supplied with 

a lock.

HAND 1 This stylish handle is made of plastic 

with a silver grey metal finish and has a 

128 mm hole distance.

HAND E These sturdy handles are made from 

dark grey plastic.

HAND 2 This sober handle is made with silver 

grey metal and has a 128 mm hole distance.

HAND 3 The handle has a 128 mm hole dis-

tance and has a silver grey metal and black 

plastic finish. 

PLUSHAND This robust dark grey plastic 

handle has a 128 mm hole distance.

DO

This front with exterior doors has an opening angle of a full 

270°. The angle offers maximum flexibility when selecting 

inserts. Note that right-hung doors are standard on fronts 

fitted with single doors. Therefore, it’s important to state 

that you would like a left-hung door when ordering.

F

The filing drawer F is intended for A4 suspension files. 

F has a number of smart functions such as extendable 

sliding runners, anti-tilt and self-retraction. F is naturally 

supplied with a lock.

TAH

This horizontal and lock-fitted tambour is available in wood 

or plastic, and handle colours blend well with the tambour 

as a whole.

SDI

The sliding door panels are supplied with a lock and run in 

a hidden aluminium track. 

FRONTS
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PEDESTALS & MOBILE STORAGE UNITS

Series[e] – PEDESTALS

CARCASS Sides, drawers: 16 mm – top panels: 20 mm – chipboard with wood veneer and solid wood lipping (oak, beech, birch) or Lamine™ (white, 

light grey or dark grey). UNDERFRAME Mobile, metal underfame (MO) with lockable castors. Available in white and silver. MODULAR SYSTEM P 

(Portrait) is ideal for vertical A4, and L (Landscape) for horizontal A4. OPTIONS Filing baskets, binder baskets, form compartments, suspension 

files, etc. SCALE 1:100. UNIT mm. * = Also available in extra sturdy Lamine™ (beech, birch) finish, a wood-like surface coating.

FLEXIBLE STORAGE UNIT

Series[e] is a great choice if you require a 

flexible and extendible storage unit that helps 

you in your day-to-day work. The series is not 

only about storage – by adding a seat cushion 

to the pedestal, you get an extra seating space, 

for example.

INSERTS FOR PEDESTALS

As expected, pedestals can be fitted out in sev-

eral different ways. The shallow drawers can 

be fitted with pen trays and form compart-

ments, while the deep drawers can be fitted 

with full and half-format filing baskets, and 

with full-format binder baskets.

2 DMT400 MOBIL

This is a very special storage unit for personal storage. It has space for 

two vertical binders, is supplied with a drawer and a tambour, as well as a 

binder shelf, pull handle, letter slot, clothes hook, name tag holder and four 

castors (two of which are lockable). As an optional extra, the top can be 

designed with rounded corners and extendable filing system insert.

TOP IN TABLE HEIGHT

The tops of the tallest pedestals can be variably 

adjusted between 686 and 766 mm in order to 

fit under the height of the table.

MOBILE UNDERFRAMES

The MO underframe has lockable castors and 

is designed to align in height with the LSA and 

LS stationary cabinets.

PEDESTALS Depth 800 MOBILE STORAGE UNITS (MO)PEDESTALS Depth 600
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